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Abstract. Phase retarders normally show strong wavelength dependence. Achromatic retarders
which exhibit nearly identical characteristics over a wide wavelength spectrum is used in polychromatic light. The present investigation deals with a technique to design and study the characteristics
of an achromatic combination of birefringent plates in 800–2000 nm range. The retarder has been
designed using calcite, crystalline quartz and ADP. The thicknesses of the plates are 19.38 μm,
446.14 μm and 12.57 μm respectively. The new arrangement of three birefringent plates proposed
has the promise of producing a zero-order quarter wave achromatic combination with fairly good
accuracy.
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1. Introduction
Achromatic optical retarders are one of the major components in different scientific and
engineering applications. Achromatic retarders can be constructed by several methods.
Pancharatnam proposed one of the most successful combination of three plates produced
from the combination of retarders fabricated from the same material, showing a reasonably
good achromatism over a range of wavelengths [1]. However, in such a system the orientation of the principal axis varies with the wavelength. Achromatic retarders for the visible
spectrum using two plates of different birefringent materials having appropriate thickness
ratio was suggested by Hariharan [2]. Nicolas Passily et al [3] studied achromatic phase
retardation based on sub-wavelength dielectric diffraction grating in both the visible and
near-infrared regions. Retarders based on total internal reflections were investigated by
Korte et al [4]. Several studies have been done on thin-film retarders [5] and liquid crystal
retarders [6]. Samoylov and Samoylov [7] suggested a combination of five wave plates
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to design super-achromatic zero-order wave plates. Recently, Masson and Gallot designed
an achromatic quarter wave plate for the terahertz range which consists of six wave plates
of varying thicknesses [8]. Although in almost all of the above cases, the systems were
designed mainly for visible wavelength range, recent works on different focal plane instruments for solar telescope [9] and similar applications demand achromatic waveplates in the
near-infrared region.
In the present study, we have designed an achromatic zero-order quarter-wave retarder
using plates of calcite, crystalline quartz and ADP. These retarder materials have been
selected because of their high optical transmittance in the intended wavelength spectrum.
The achromatic system is designed to work in the near-infrared wavelength region of 800–
2000 nm. The same design can be scaled to obtain the retardation of a half-wave.
2. Theory
Consider three birefringent plates of thicknesses d1 , d2 and d3 , with their optical axes parallel so that the total phase retardation introduced by them is π /2. Let the three selected
design wavelengths be λa , λb and λc . If the values of the birefringence of the three materials are n 1a , n 2a , n 3a at λa , n 1b , n 2b , n 3b at λb and n 1c , n 2c , n 3c at λc , the
retardation of the system will be equal to a quarter wave at these three design wavelengths
when

 
 
 n 1a n 2a n 3a   d1 
 λa 

 
 
1
 n 1b n 2b n 3b   d2  = ±  λb  .
(1)

 
 
4
 n 1c n 2c n 3c   d3 
 λc 
The overall phase difference between two orthogonal directions of light may be either
+π/2 or −π/2, which means that if the input is a linearly polarized light at 45◦ then
the output light will be either left or right circularly polarized. Hence in eq. (1), either the
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Figure 1. Variation of birefringence of calcite with wavelength.
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Figure 2. Variation of birefringence of quartz with wavelength.
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Figure 3. Variation of birefringence of ADP with wavelength.

positive or negative values or retardation may be considered. Here we consider the positive
values. For normal materials whose birefringence decreases with wavelength, a solution
of the equations mentioned above is possible only by using a combination of both positive
and negative birefringence [10]. This requirement may be satisfied with a combination of
calcite (negative), crystalline quartz (positive) and ADP (negative).
3. Computation of the thicknesses
The values of birefringence for calcite, crystalline quartz and ADP for 800–2000 nm
wavelength range are presented in table 8 in [11]. We have considered λa = 800 nm,
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Figure 4. Variation of retardation with wavelength for a combination of a calcite plate
(19.38 μm), crystalline quartz plate (446.14 μm) and ADP plate (12.57 μm).

λb = 1000 nm and λc =
relations

 −0.167 0.0089

 −0.164 0.0088

 −0.150 0.0081

2000 nm. Setting these values in eq. (1) we have the
 


 800 
−0.0425   d1 


1
−0.0396   d2  =  1000  .
−0.0161   d3  4  2000 

(2)

These equations may be solved to obtain
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Figure 5. Percentage deviation of retardation with wavelength for the combination.
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d1 = 19.38 μm

(calcite),

d2 = 446.14 μm
d3 = 12.57 μm

(crystalline quartz),
(ADP).

(3)
(4)
(5)

The variation of birefringence of calcite, crystalline quartz and ADP are plotted in figures
1, 2 and 3 respectively. The retardation of the combination is plotted in figure 4. The
maximum deviation is within ±4.5◦ throughout the spectrum. Also the percentage deviation from the intended quarter wave retardation is shown in figure 5. It may be seen that
the maximum deviation from achromatism is within +5% and −3.5% over the range of
wavelengths from 800 to 2000 nm.
4. Discussions and conclusion
A simple technique using three birefringent plates of three different materials has been
employed to design and characterize a system which works as an achromatic quarter wave
plate. The combined system designed exhibits achromatism over an infrared spectrum of
800–2000 nm. Obviously, an achromatic half-wave plate may be constructed using the
same materials with double thicknesses. This will create a zero-order half-wave plate.
Preliminary computations reveal that increase in the number of plates will lead to better
achromatic behaviour.
Of the three different materials considered in the construction of the proposed filter, ADP
is known to be hygroscopic at 0◦ C, whereas the other two materials – crystalline quartz and
calcite – possess very low hygroscopic susceptibility. However, at higher temperatures
ADP loses its hygroscopic property. It is therefore convenient to maintain the temperature
of the assembly at 40◦ C or higher. It is also observed that since the calculated thicknesses
of the materials to be used are in the micrometer range, the overall spectral transmission
characteristics of the assembly will not vary appreciably. However, a detailed analysis of
the spectral transmission and thermal characteristics of the proposed system has not been
attempted.
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